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Abstract
Image to image translation is the problem of transferring
an image from a source domain to a target domain. We
present a new method to transfer the underlying semantics
of an image even when there are geometric changes across
the two domains. Specifically, we present a Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) that can transfer semantic
information presented as segmentation masks. Our main
technical contribution is an encoder-decoder based gener-
ator architecture that jointly encodes the image and its un-
derlying semantics and translates both simultaneously to
the target domain. Additionally, we propose object trans-
figuration and cross domain semantic consistency losses
that preserve the underlying semantic labels maps. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in multiple
object transfiguration and domain transfer tasks through
qualitative and quantitative experiments. The results show
that our method is better at transferring image semantics
than state of the art image to image translation methods.
1 Introduction
What does it take for a computer to convert an image of
a horse into an image of a zebra, or a photograph into
a painting created by one of the masters of the Renais-
sance? Humans have no difficulty imagining such a trans-
formation by changing the style, color or even geometry
of objects while keeping the underlying semantics of the
scene intact. In this paper, we study this problem of cap-
turing the composition of a set of images and changing
these characteristics, while keeping the semantics of the
scene consistent.
The task of finding a mapping to translate images from
a source domain to a target domain is known as image to
image translation. Many problems in computer vision and
computer graphics can be posed as a translation task. Se-
mantic segmentation [2], image synthesis [3], image col-
oring [4] and image super-resolution [5] are all examples
where we try to find an intrinsic mapping between two re-
lated domains. Years of research have produced a variety
of algorithms to tackle this problem when data pairing the
images from the two domains is available [2,3,6,7]. How-
ever, obtaining such paired data requires extensive anno-
tation efforts, which are time-consuming and expensive.
Unsupervised image to image translation makes the
collection of such image pairs unnecessary. The goal of
unsupervised image to image translation is to estimate
a mapping F from a source domain X to a target do-
main Y , based on independently sampled data instances
xi ∈ X and yi ∈ Y , such that the distribution of the
mapped instances F (xi) matches the probability distribu-
tion Py of the target domain. Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) [8] have emerged as powerful image trans-
formers. These networks treat image-to-image translation
as an adversarial process, where two models are trained
simultaneously: A generator representing the mapping
F : X → Y , and a discriminator Dy that estimates a
probability of the sample being generated from the train-
ing data instead of F . Using variations of this approach,
recent work has produced visually appealing results for
mapping realistic photos to paintings [1, 9, 10], semantic
segmentation maps to photos [11, 12], and single image
super-resolution [5].
State-of-the-art image to image translation methods fail
when the mapping function includes significant geomet-
ric changes [1]. For example, if the transformation re-
quires mapping squares to skinny triangles. This failure
is because these methods do not take the underlying rep-
resentation of the scene into consideration, and therefore
make arbitrary changes to the appearance and geometry
of the input. While this approach can be acceptable for
image style transfer for artistic purposes, it is insufficient
when the relationship between an image and its seman-
tic labels needs to be preserved - such as in the case of
domain adaptation or semantic segmentation. In this pa-
per, we show that by preserving the class labels during
the translation process we can improve the performance
of existing semantic segmentation networks and gener-
ate qualitatively improved outputs. Toward this goal, we
present a method that can leverage semantic class label
maps. We present SemGAN, an encoder-decoder based
generator architecture that can translate both the input im-
age and corresponding semantic label map to the target
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GTA→ Cityscape
Circles→ Triangles
GTA image Semantic label CycleGAN Our approach
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN Our approach
Horse→ Zebra
CycleGAN Our approachInput image & semantic label
Figure 1: Given two unpaired image collections and semantic label masks, our network learns a mapping to translate
images from one domain to the other while preserving the labels. Top left: Object transfiguration task for circles to
triangles. Top right: Image to image style transfer from Horses to Zebras. Bottom: Domain translation from synthetic
GTA to Cityscapes photos. The examples show the CycleGAN [1] output, the image and mask outputs of our method.
Note that CycleGAN does not output masks.
domain simultaneously. The generator is divided into an
encoder to jointly encode image and class information and
two decoders to generate the target image and class labels.
The discriminator operates on the joint encoding of the
image and class labels. For object transfiguration tasks,
we propose an additional loss term that encourages image
background preservation.
2 Related Work
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN’s) [8] have
produced high-quality results on a variety of tasks. These
type of network has been used extensively for image to
image translation, both in a supervised [2, 3, 6, 7] and un-
supervised [1, 9, 13–17] fashion. The key to their success
is the inclusion of an adversarial loss, which drives the
generator part of the network to create indistinguishable
samples to the target distribution. After CycleGAN [1]
introduced a cyclic consistency term to avoid mode col-
lapse most new approaches have also adopted this cyclic
consistency loss.
Extension of CycleGAN using Semantic Informa-
tion The idea to use semantic consistency to translate
between the source domain and target domain has been
explored before us. Li et allet@tokeneonedot [18] ex-
tended the CycleGAN framework with a Sobel filter loss.
The Sobel filter is convolved with the semantic label
in the source domain and the translated image to pre-
serve the semantic boundaries between them. Ramirez et
allet@tokeneonedot [19] proposed to extend the discrim-
inator network of CycleGAN to contain a classification
and semantic segmentation network. The segmentation
network is trained ahead of time and is integrated into the
discriminator during the training stage. This idea of us-
ing a tasks specific network, either for classification or
semantic segmentation, can also be found in Cycada [20].
Here, the network adds a task-specific loss to penalize se-
mantic inconsistencies between the translated image and
the source image. Sem-GAN [21] proposed two seman-
tic segmentation functions that are trained on the respec-
tive domains. The output of the generator is used as in-
put to this semantic segmentation function which again
penalizes semantic inconsistency. In contrast to our pro-
posed method, these works rely heavily on the introduc-
tion of sizeable semantic segmentation networks, which
is computationally expensive. Additionally, they restrict
the geometric changes that a network is allowed to per-
form. When a translation requires substantial geometric
changes, as in Cat Dog or Sheep Giraffe, this is not
desirable.
Object Transfiguration and Semantic Manipulation
Most of the image to image translation methods discussed
so far are only capable of modifying low-level content
of images, such as transferring colors or textures. They
fail to perform large semantic changes between objects
(e.glet@tokeneonedottransform sheep into giraffes). This
failure is due to the underlying assumption that the scenes
and the contained objects are similar in geometric compo-
sition across both domains. Others have focused on using
GAN’s for object transfiguration and semantic manipula-
tion. One proposed method [22] is to optimize a condi-
tional generator and several semantic-aware discrimina-
tors. Another idea [23] relied on modeling an attention
map to extract the foreground objects. Instead of con-
sidering the whole image in the transfiguration task, the
generator is restricted to the foreground objects. Insta-
GAN [24] proposed to use instance level segmentation
masks in both, the source and the target domains. Each of
the generator and discriminator networks receives an im-
age and a set of instance masks, which are then translated
one by one. To preserve the background, they introduce a
context preservation loss.
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In this paper, we show that we can obtain superior
performance on the object transfiguration task using
only a slight modification to the original CycleGAN ap-
proach. We present an encoder-decoder based generator
architecture that can translate both the input image and
corresponding semantic map to the target domain in a
single forward pass of the network.
Domain Adaptation
In general, networks trained on a source domain and
tested on a target domain will perform poorly, even if
the two domains appear visually similar to an outside
observer. Domain adaptation tries to bridge this gap.
This topic has been extremely popular in the last few
years [20, 25–31]. While these approaches can translate
from one image domain to another, the underlying seman-
tics are lost if the network is allowed to manipulate an
object’s geometry. In this work, we show that we can per-
form domain adaptation while preserving these semantic
label maps.
3 Semantic-Aware GAN
Given, two image domains X ,Y , and unpaired training
samples {xi}Ni=1, {yj}Mj=1 where xi ∈ X , yj ∈ Y , un-
supervised image to image translation aims to learn a
mapping F : X → Y between the two domains. Let
x, y denote the sample distributions from X ,Y (i.e x ∼
pdata(X ), y ∼ pdata(Y)). The goal of the mapping is to
fool an adversarial discriminator DY so that it cannot dis-
tinguish between {F (x)} and {y}. In other words, the
objective of the mapping is to fool the discriminator into
thinking that F (x) ∼ pdata(Y).
In this work, we extend the formulation of unsuper-
vised image to image translation to contain semantic in-
formation as well. Our goal is to learn a transfer func-
tion to jointly translate an image and its underlying se-
mantics. Let each image in domains X and Y be as-
sociated with a class map CX and CY , where each pixel
in these class maps belongs to one and only one of the
classes C1, ..., Ck. Accordingly, their joint distributions
can be represented by (X × CX ) and (Y × CY). Given
independently sampled images and corresponding class
labels {xi, c(xi)}Ni=1, {yj , c(yj)}Mj=1 where (xi, c(xi)) ∈
(X × CX ) , (yj , c(yj)) ∈ (Y × CY), our goal is to learn a
transfer functionF : (X × CX )→ (Y × CY) that fools an
adversarial discriminatorDY , presuming {F (x, c(x))} ∼
pdata(Y × CY). Our objective contains the standard ad-
versarial and cycle-consistency loss proposed by [1,8] and
we add task specific losses for object transfiguration and
cross domain semantic consistency.
3.1 Sem-GAN Architecture:
The GAN formulation is a two network minimax game.
The generator (F ) is trying to minimize DY (F (x, c(x))
-the probability of the generated samples being adjudi-
cated fake by the discriminator. At the same time, the
discriminator DY is trying to maximize the probability of
detecting the real samples DY (y, c(y)).
For the generator F we use an encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. F consists of three networks - an encoder FE
which jointly encodes the image and underlying seman-
tics, a decoder FDx for generating the image and another
decoder FDc for generating the semantic labels. The dis-
criminator is a single network that encodes the image and
class labels jointly, outputting the probability of the sam-
ple under observation being real.
Optimizing this adversarial objective is difficult and can
lead to mode collapse (all inputs are mapped to a single
output) [8]. To avoid this problem, CycleGAN [1] pro-
posed a cyclic consistency loss. In cyclic consistency, two
mappings F (X → Y) and G(Y → X ) are learned si-
multaneously. Enforcing this cyclic consistency encour-
ages (F (G(x) ≈ x and G(F (y)) ≈ y), adds more struc-
ture to the objective and avoids mode collapse. We lever-
age this approach while building Sem-GAN. We train
two coupled mappings F : (X × CX ) → (Y × CY),
G : (Y × CY) → (X × CX ) and two discriminators
DX , DY simultaneously. To align the joint distribution
of the images and underlying semantics of source and tar-
get domain, the cycle loss terms are augmented with task
specific losses.
3.2 Adversarial Loss
The GAN framework is a minimax game where the dis-
criminator plays the adversarial role by distinguishing be-
tween samples of the target distribution and the ones being
produced by the generator. We apply the standard adver-
sarial loss for GAN networks [8] to both mappings. Fo the
mapping F : X × CX → Y × CY the loss is expressed as:
LAdv(F,DY ,X × CX ,Y × CY) =
E(y,c(y))∼pdata(Y×CY)[log(DY (y, c(y)))]
+E(y,c(y))∼pdata(X×CX )[1− log(DY (F (x, c(x))))]
(1)
F tries to minimize this objective by generating im-
ages and semantic labels F (x, c(x)) that look sim-
ilar to instances from the target domain. Simul-
taneously, DY strives to maximize this objective to
distinguish between the generated samples and the
real ones. This leads to the optimization objective:
minF maxDY LAdv(F,DY ,X × CX ,Y × CY). Simi-
larly, for the mapping G we define the objective as
minGmaxDX LAdv(G,DX ,Y × CY ,X × CX ).
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Figure 2: (a) Our model learns two mapping functions F : (X × CX ) → (Y × CY) and G : (Y × CY) → (X × CX )
together with the associated adversarial discriminators DX and DY . DX encourages F to translate images and masks
to be indistinguishable from samples in domain (Y × CY) and vice versa for DX and G. (b) We use an encoder FE to
encode the stacked image and the semantic map. The latent representations are decoded separately in FDx and FDc
to get a translated representation (x̂i, ĉ(xi)) = F (xi, c(xi)). (c) An example object transfiguration task where our
network translates squares into triangles while preserving the background and maintaining the consistency between
the mask and the image.
3.3 Cycle Consistency Loss
To add additional structure to our objective, we enforce
cyclic consistency following CycleGAN [1]. CycleGAN
enforces consistency across the two mappings f,G using
L1 norm between the original and the reconstructed image
||G(F (x))− x||1. As our formulation includes images as
well as semantic labels we need to account for the classi-
fication loss as well. We define the standard cross-entropy
loss for multi-class classification as:
C(CX , tx, c(x)) = −
CX∑
k=1
1k=tx log c(x) (2)
where, CX is the total number of classes, tx is the
ground truth class label and c(x) is the predicted out-
come. Let F (x, c(x)) = (yˆ, cˆy), G(yˆ, cˆy) = (xˆ, cˆx) and
G(y, c(y)) = (xˆ, cˆx), F (xˆ, cˆx) = (yˆ, cˆy). Given this we
can define cyclic consistency across images and semantic
labels as:
LCyc(F,G) = E(x,c(x))∼pdata(X×CX )[||x− xˆ||1
+C(CX , c(x), cˆx)] + E(y,c(y))∼pdata(Y×CY)[||y − yˆ||1
+C(CY , c(y), cˆy)]
(3)
3.4 Object Transfiguration Loss
For many object transfiguration tasks (such as from trian-
gle to circles), it is intuitive that the color component of
the translated objects and the background are preserved.
To enforce similar color composition we follow [1, 13]
and add an identity loss term LIdt to our objective. This
term encourages the generator to be an identity mapping
when samples of the target domain are provided as input.
Let F (y, c(y)) = (yˆ, cˆy) and G(x, c(x)) = (xˆ, cˆx). With
this notation, we define the identity loss as:
LIdt(F,G) = E(y,c(y)∼pdata(Y×CY)[||y − yˆ||1
+C(CY , c(y), cˆy)] + E(x,c(x))∼pdata(X×CX )[||x− xˆ||1
+C(CX , c(x), cˆx)]
(4)
To preserve the background or other semantic elements
in the image we introduce a class preserving loss. Let c
be the number of semantic categories we want to translate
and Wx,Wyˆ be the corresponding semantic pixel masks
for these categories in the source and translated image.
Then Wxyˆ = Wx ∪Wyˆ represents a pixel-map where
the source and translated image have similar content. Let
F (x, c(x)) = (yˆ, cˆy) and G(y, c(y)) = (xˆ, cˆx). Assum-
ing this masks are denoted by Wxyˆ,Wyxˆ for F,G, we de-
fine the class preserving loss as:
LCls(F,G) = E(x,c(x))∼pdata(X×CX )Wxyˆ  [||x− yˆ||1]
+E(y,c(y))∼pdata(Y×CY)Wyxˆ  ||y − yˆ||1]
(5)
3.5 Cross-Domain Semantic Consistency
Loss
For domain translation applications it is desired that the
underlying geometry of the environment is preserved in
the translation process. To encourage preserving geome-
try in such cases we add a cross domain semantics preser-
vation loss term to our objective. Let F (x, c(x)) =
(yˆ, cˆy) and G(y, c(y)) = (xˆ, cˆx). W define the cross-
domain semantic consistency term as:
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LSem(F,G) = E(x,c(x))∼pdata(X×CX )[C(CX , c(x), cˆy)]
+E(y,c(y))∼pdata(Y×CY)[C(CY , c(y), cˆx)]
(6)
3.6 The Objective Function
Our full objective is:
L(F,G,DX , DY ) = LAdv(F,DY ,X × CX ,Y × CY)+
LAdv(G,DX ,Y × CY ,X × CX ) + λCycLCyc(F,G)+
λIdtLIdt(F,G) + λClsLCls(F,G)+
λSemLSem(F,G)
(7)
, where λ controls the relative importance of the different
losses. Our target is to solve:
G∗, F ∗ = argmin
G,F
max
DX ,DY
L(G,F,DX , DY ) (8)
In Section 5 we compare our method against ablations of
full objective.
4 Implementation
Network Architecture Our implementation is based on
the PyTorch [32] version of Cycle-GAN [1]. In particular,
we used building blocks from the ResNet 9-blocks gen-
erator. Our generator contains downsampling and resid-
ual blocks in the encoder and upsampling blocks in the
decoders. Many previous implementations used standard
deconvolution layers which lead to checkerboard effects
(Figure 3, column 3). We replace the deconvolution lay-
ers with upsampling layers and regular convolutions. We
stacked the images and semantic maps together as net-
work inputs. Prior to stacking, the semantic maps were
converted to one-hot encoding and normalized to the same
range as the images ([−1, 1]). As a result, the dimen-
sion of our input varies depending on the total number
of classes in a particular domain. For an image with
dimension,m× n and number of classes k the dimension
of the input is m× n× k. For the activation layers of the
two decoders (image and semantic labels), we used tanh
and soft-max non-linearities respectively.
For the discriminator, we used the 70 × 70 Patch-
GAN [6] network. Again, for input to the discriminator,
we stacked the images and semantic maps together with
proper normalization.
Training Details and Parameters All networks used
in this work were trained on a single machine contain-
ing two NVIDIA Tesla K20X GPUs, each with 12 GB
of memory. We used Adam optimizer with the same ini-
tial learning rate of 0.0002. The discriminator was trained
with a history of the last 50 images. We applied Instance
Normalization to both the generator and discriminator and
for all the experiments, the networks were trained up to
200 epochs. For object transfiguration tasks, λSem was
set to zero to remove cross domain consistency. Similarly,
for domain translation tasks λCls was set to zero to turn
off class preserving loss. We used λCyc = 10, λIdt = 10
for all the experiments.
Similar to CycleGAN, we replace the negative log-
likelihood term in LAdv ((1)) with a least square loss.
5 Results
We study the effectiveness of our approach for several
object transfiguration and domain translation tasks. For
image to image translation, we compare our approach
to two state-of-the-art techniques (CycleGAN [1], Insta-
GAN [24]) at the task of translating simple geometric
shapes with arbitrary background and color. For domain
translation, we compare our approach both qualitatively
and quantitatively against CycleGAN. In addition, we
conduct qualitative and quantitative ablation studies for
both these tasks. The PyTorch code, models and data will
be made available on our project website upon publica-
tion.
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN InstaGAN SemGAN (ours)
Figure 3: Qualitative comparison of CycleGAN, Insta-
GAN and our method on the task of transforming circles
into triangles (top two rows), squares into triangles (cen-
ter two rows) and squares into circles (bottom two rows).
InstaGAN translation of the label masks in the Squares→
Triangle case (center rows) leads to mode collapse.
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5.1 Object Transfiguration Results
For image to image translations that involve significant
geometric changes, we create a simple shapes dataset, by
overlaying basic geometric shapes (circle, triangle, and
square) on randomly chosen images from the COCO [33]
dataset. Each dataset contains a random number (1− 10)
of one type of geometric object. Each network has to
transform all foreground objects in the image another cat-
egory (e.g Circle→ Triangle). The goal is to only change
the shape and keep the original color composition and im-
age background intact. We created three of these datasets
for circles, triangles, and squares. Each dataset contains
1000 training images and 50 test images. Semantic and
instance level information is available for all the datasets.
5.1.1 Baselines
CycleGAN [1] is a method for general purpose unpaired
image to image translation that leverages cyclic consis-
tency. Many image to image translation techniques, in-
cluding ours follow the architecture of this method. It
does not use any underlying semantic information.
InstaGAN [24] is a method for object transfiguration
with instance level information. This approach has access
to class label maps as well as instance information and
should outperform our method. During our experiments,
InstaGAN took an extremely long time to train and we
could not finish training for the horse to zebra translation
task.
Our approach outperforms CycleGAN on all datasets.
As CycleGAN does not have any access to semantic in-
formation, it does not know which semantic objects to
translate and often leaves the objects unchanged. Figure 3
(first row, column three) shows one such example. It is
also inconsistent regarding background preservation. In-
staGAN performs poorly on two out of the three datasets.
For translation from Square ↔ Triangle, InstaGAN suf-
fers from mode collapse. For the Square→ Circle trans-
lation task, it performs comparably to our approach. Fig-
ure 3 shows a few qualitative comparisons.
Figure 4 compares our method to CycleGAN on the
Horse↔ Zebra transformation tasks. Our approach trans-
lates textures, colors, and geometry more consistently.
This dataset was created using the same procedure as in
[24]
In Figure 5 we present qualitative comparisons of ab-
lations of our full objective. Removing the class preserv-
ing loss decreases the preservation of the background and
the foreground object boundaries become more diluted.
Removing the identity loss leaves the network to change
the color of the objects and background and removing the
cyclic consistency leads to artifacts in the foreground and
background.
5.2 Domain Transfer Results
For domain transfer, we perform two sets of experiments.
First, we transform red to green apples in orchard envi-
ronments. With this experiment, we demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach quantitatively. Second, we
perform synthetic→ real domain translation experiments
using the GTA [34] → Cityscape [35] dataset. For this
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours)
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours)
Figure 4: Image to image translation task. Top: Horse→
Zebra. Bottom: Zebra→ Horse. Adding a label preserv-
ing loss aids the preservation of background and the trans-
lations of color, texture and geometry of the foreground
object.
Input image & semantic label GAN loss GAN + Cycle GAN + Cycle
+ Identity
GAN + Cycle + Identity
+ Class preserving
Figure 5: Object transfiguration ablation study: (Top two
rows) Squares→ Triangles and triangles→ Squares.
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experiment, we show a qualitative comparison of our
method compared to CycleGAN.
5.2.1 Translation from Red to Green Apples
We translate between fruit trees in orchard settings, trans-
forming red to green apples and vice versa. The dataset
contains semantic information from both domains. Fig-
ure 6 shows example data and transfers. The goal of this
experiment is to measure the effectiveness of using the
translated data in training a semantic segmentation net-
work.
Evaluation Metrics We adopt the Fully Convolu-
tional Network (FCN) score metrics from [35] for quan-
titative evaluation. The FCN score evaluates the per-
formance improvement when using translated images
to train an off-the-shelf semantic segmentation network
(e.glet@tokeneonedotU-Net [36]). The FCN predicts a
semantic label map for an image which we compare to
available ground truth data. If the translated images and
labels are coherent and representative of the target do-
main, this should translate into higher FCN scores. On the
other hand, any discrepancy between images and seman-
tic labels will result in worse segmentation performance.
To evaluate the performance we use the standard metrics
from [35], namely mean pixel accuracy, mean class accu-
racy and mean class Intersection over Union (IoU).
Domain Adaptation Baselines Target network is
trained on the training data in the target domain
(yj , c(yj)). Since this data is trained on the same dis-
tribution as our test data, it represents an oracle whose
performance we aim to attain with the other methods.
Source network is trained on the training data in the
source domain (xi, c(xi)). Expectedly, this network will
perform poorly when tested on the target domain due to
the large domain gap.
Sem-GAN50 uses all available data from the source do-
main (xi, c(xi)) and 50% of the translated data (x̂i, ĉ(xi).
Sem-GAN100 uses data from the source domain
(xi, c(xi)) and 100% of the translated data (x̂i, ĉ(xi).
To offer a fair comparison, we implement each of
these networks using the same architecture and hyper-
parameters.
FCN Score We compare the networks label predic-
tions to the available ground truth label maps. Table 2
and Table 1 report performance of the four methods. In
both translation cases, adding our translated images to the
test sets increases the performance when compared to the
source only network. When adding all of the translated
images to the source data, the network even outperforms
the Oracle network in most of the cases.
Loss Pixel acc. Class acc. Class IoU
Source 0.89 0.51 0.46
Ours50 0.98 0.96 0.90
Ours100 0.98 0.97 0.91
Target 0.97 0.94 0.88
Table 1: Classification performance of Red → Green
fruits
Loss Pixel acc. Class acc. Class IoU
Source 0.91 0.50 0.47
Ours50 0.98 0.95 0.89
Ours100 0.99 0.98 0.95
Target 0.99 0.99 0.93
Table 2: Classification performance of Green → Red
fruits
Input image & semantic label SemGAN (ours) w/o cross domain loss
SemGAN (ours) with cross domain loss CycleGAN
Figure 6: Domain transfer: red apples to green apples.
We compare our network with and without cross domain
preservation loss against CycleGAN. Our methods pre-
serve the class labels, while CycleGAN adds fruits with-
out changing the class label.
Table 3 and Table 4 show the ablation study on the Red
→Green and Green→ Red fruit translation task. We used
the Target network from our FCN experiments as a noisy
labeler and compare our translated label masks against the
noisy labels. For CycleGAN, we make the assumption
that the underlying semantics of the image is not changed
by the translation. We find that using only cyclic consis-
tency reduces performance. This confirms our initial sus-
picion, that unsupervised image to image translation does
not preserve the underlying semantic labels. The results of
Sem-GAN without the cross-domain loss outperform the
ones with the cross-domain loss. Sem-GAN without the
7
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours) Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours)
Figure 7: Domain transfer: GTA CityScape. We show the performance of CycleGAN and our network (trained for
only 66 epochs out of 200 due to time constraints. We will update this figure in the final paper). CycleGAN does not
preserve underlying geometry and creates visual artifacts.
Input image & semantic label SemGAN (ours) preserving only 3 classes SemGAN (ours) preserving all classes
Figure 8: Variants of our network, trained with only partial or full class preservation. From left to right: Input
image and semantic label, our network trained to preserve only classes [car, person, road] and our network trained to
preserve all 19 classes. When only preserving a subset of the classes the network generates visual artifacts, similar to
CycleGAN.
domain loss introduces apple like artifacts (See Figure 6
top row, rightmost) which are detected by the U-Net as
apples. To discourage the network from producing such
artifacts, we recommend using the cross-domain loss.
Loss Pixel acc. Class acc. Class IoU
CycleGAN [1] 0.93 0.76 0.68
Sem GAN w.o
cross domain loss 0.97 0.90 0.82
Sem GAN w
cross domain loss 0.96 0.88 0.80
Table 3: Ablation study: Classification performance of
red→ green fruit translation
Loss Pixel acc. Class acc. Class IoU
CycleGAN [1] 0.93 0.84 0.66
Sem GAN w.o
cross domain loss 0.93 0.90 0.82
Sem GAN w
cross domain loss 0.94 0.86 0.73
Table 4: Ablation study: Classification performance of
green→ red fruit translation
5.2.2 Qualitative Results on GTA↔ Cityscape
One of the main advantages of our formulation is the abil-
ity to preserve semantic consistency throughout the trans-
lation process. However, for all the experiments so far our
test cases only had singleton classes. In this experiment,
our goal is to test how our approach performs in the pres-
ence of multiple classes. Fig. 7 shows qualitative exam-
ples of translation from GTA→ Cityscape and vice versa.
Our approach produces more semantically consistent and
visually appealing results compared to CycleGAN.
To understand how semantic information helps the
translation process, we trained a variant of our network
with access to only a subset of the underlying semantic
information (people, cars, roads, and background). Fig-
ure 8 shows that the translated images from this network
contain visual artifacts similar to CycleGAN (buildings
merged into the sky).
6 Limitations and Discussion
In this work, we presented an unsupervised image to im-
age translation network which can transfer semantic labels
consistently. In object transfiguration tasks, the network
preserved not only the class maps but also generated more
detailed results on the image level. In the domain transla-
tion experiments, our method’s label preservation mecha-
nism reduces visual artifacts. For example, in contrast to
CycleGAN, we observed no random permutations of ob-
jects in the scene (changing vegetation to buildings, etc.).
In the GTA → Cityscape experiment our cross-domain
loss prevented similar failures from happening.
However, when there is a significant overlap between
individual instances, the network sometimes produced vi-
sual artifacts as shown in Figure 9. To address this limita-
tion, we would like to extend our method to use instance-
level information as well. Additionally, we would like to
develop methods which do not require labels from the tar-
get domain.
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Input image & semantic label Output image & semantic label
Figure 9: Typical failure cases of our approach. Top:
in the multi circle to triangle task SemGAN cannot es-
tablish a foreground/background relationship between the
objects. Center: Again in the object transfiguration task,
SemGAN does not properly assign the colors of the fore-
ground objects. The classes, in this case, are preserved.
Bottom: In the Cityscape → GTA domain translation
task the network introduces artifacts in the image (top red
box). SemGAN also fails to preserve the stop sign class.
We note that this network was only trained for 66 epochs
(out of 200) and these artifacts might be due to short train-
ing time. We will include updated figures in the final ver-
sion of this paper.
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Supplementary Material
Here, we present additional qualitative results and comparisons on previously introduced datasets. The rest of the
appendix is organized as follows. First, we provide more details about the images used to perform the experiments.
Next, we discuss a simple extension of the CycleGAN generator and discriminator with an additional channel for
the semantic labels. Through examples in multiple datasets, we illustrate the deficiencies of such an approach and
the importance of the cross-entropy loss in Appendix B. Finally, we present additional qualitative results for experi-
ments that were introduced in the paper. Specifically, we present additional results for the GTA↔ Cityscapes, object
transfiguration on our shapes dataset and translation between images of different animals from the COCO dataset.
A Resolution of the Images Used in Performed Experiments
Due to resource constraints, we relied on down-sampled versions of the original datasets for training. Specifically, we
used image size 256× 512 pixels for the GTA↔ Cityscapes experiments, image size 128× 128 pixels for the shape
transformation experiments and image size 256× 256 pixels for the anecdotal animal transformation experiments.
B Deficiencies of CycleGAN Extension with Additional Channel & Impor-
tance of Cross Domain Loss
Input image & Semantic label Without cross domain loss With cross domain loss
Figure 10: Qualitative analysis of the effects of our proposed cross domain loss. In absence of the cross domain loss,
the generator is free to change the semantic labels in different spatial regions of the target image (two middle columns).
With the addition of cross domain loss such anomalies can be prevented (last two columns).
The cross-domain loss introduced in our paper, is critical to preserving the underlying semantics of a scene. Without
the cross-domain loss, the generator is free to change the semantic labels in different spatial regions of the target image.
We show such an example in Figure 10. CycleGAN can be extended with an additional channel to handle semantic
information. However, this extension cannot use the additional semantic information and suffers from similar visual
artifacts as the original algorithm. We illustrate the deficiencies of this design with a few examples in Figure 11.
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Input image & semantic label Transformed image & semantic label Transformed image & semantic labelInput image & semantic label
Input image & semantic label Transformed image & semantic label
Input image & semantic label Transformed image & semantic label
Figure 11: The trivial extension of adding an extra channel in CycleGAN results in erroneous semantic translations.
The network generates values between 0− 255 for both the target image and its mask, it generates arbitrary semantic
labels for both binary (top row: translation from square to triangle/ circle to triangle) and multi-class (middle row:
GTA→ Cityscape, bottom row: Cityscape→ GTA) test cases. Additionally, this technique is incapable of using the
extra information available from the semantic labels and it produces similar visual artifacts like CycleGAN itself. Note
that, for the GTA↔ Cityscapes examples in the figure, only four classes were used (people, road, car and ignore label).
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C Additional Results
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours)
Figure 12: Domain transfer: GTA→ CityScape. We show the performance of CycleGAN and our network. Cycle-
GAN does not preserve the underlying geometry and creates visual artifacts due to switches in class labels.
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours)
Figure 13: Additional examples of domain transfer from CityScape → GTA. Similar to Figure 12, we compare the
performance of CycleGAN and our network. Again, CycleGAN does not preserve the underlying geometry and creates
visual artifacts due to switches in class labels.
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Input image & semantic labelCycleGAN InstaGAN SemGAN (ours)
(a) Top three rows: Transforming circles into triangles,
center three rows: Squares into triangles and bottom three
rows: Squares into circles.
Input image & semantic labelCycleGAN InstaGAN SemGAN (ours)
(b) Top three rows: Transforming triangles into circles,
center three rows: Triangles into squares and bottom three
rows: Circles into squares.
Figure 14: We show additional qualitative comparison of CycleGAN, InstaGAN and our method. We can see that
our method transforms foreground objects in a more concise way. InstaGAN translation of the label masks in the
Squares→ Triangle case (center rows) leads to mode collapse. CycleGAN suffers from visual artifacts. CycleGAN
and InstaGAN both struggle when the network has to generate object contours that are larger than the original objects
(triangle to squares).
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Figure 15: Additional results on Horse↔Zebra. Left: Horse→ Zebra. Right: Zebra→ Horse. As noted in the paper,
adding a label preserving loss aids the preservation of background and the translations of color, texture and geometry
of the foreground object.
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours) Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours)
Sheep→ Giraffe Giraffe→ Sheep
Figure 16: Additional results on Sheep↔Giraffe.
Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours) Input image & semantic label CycleGAN SemGAN (ours)
Elephant→Zebra Zebra→Elephant
Figure 17: Additional results on Elephant↔Zebra
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